Manipulation of dopamine d1-like receptor activation in the rat medial prefrontal cortex alters stress- and cocaine-induced reinstatement of conditioned place preference behavior.
These studies examined the ability of the dopamine D1-like agonist SKF 81297 and D1-like antagonist SCH 23390 in the medial prefrontal cortex to alter the reinstatement of cocaine-induced conditioned place preference behavior. Male Sprague-Dawley rats were fitted with bilateral cannulae over the medial prefrontal cortex and subsequently trained in a conditioned place preference task. Animals were trained in this task using four pairings of cocaine (12 mg/kg, i.p.). Conditioned place preference was demonstrated in all animals, and this behavior was then extinguished over a 5-10-day period before testing for reinstatement. Just prior to reinstatement by immobilization stress or a cocaine priming injection (5 mg/kg, i.p.), a microinjection of the D1-like receptor antagonist SCH 23390 (0.01, 0.1 or 1.0 microg/side), or the D1-like receptor agonist SKF 81297 (0.1, 0.3 or 1.0 microg/side) was given into the medial prefrontal cortex. SCH 23390 blocked both stress- and cocaine-induced reinstatement of conditioned place preference after the two higher doses were administered into the medial prefrontal cortex. The highest dose of SKF 81297 (1.0 microg/side) prevented immobilization stress- but not cocaine-induced reinstatement. The highest dose of these drugs given in the absence of stress or cocaine did not produce reinstatement. The results indicate that immobilization stress given within the place-preference chamber is capable of producing reinstatement of cocaine-seeking behavior. The microinjection studies suggest that D1-like receptor antagonism within the prefrontal cortex is sufficient to block reinstatement by stress and cocaine. Furthermore, the results from D1-like receptor activation in the medial prefrontal cortex point to utilization of different neural pathways for stress- and cocaine-induced reinstatement.